Canvas Stage 1 Course List (S2, 2016)

3620_MDIA_3311 Media Industry Placement
3620_VITICVULT_COMBINED_1001 Viticultural Science II
3620_ONEOLOGY_COMBINED_1003 Grape and Wine Production
3620_VET_SC_7212RW Ruminant Practice A
3639_ENTREP_5018 Opportunity Assessment
3620_NURSING_3008OL ATSI Health
3620_ENTREP-2006 Opportunity Assessment
3620_MUSPMACT_2202: Song Writing & Performance 2B
3639_ENTREP_7049 Entrep in Practice
3620_MDIA_3329 Transforming Journalism: Adv Reporting Workshop
3620_POLIS_3104 Transforming Global Governance
3620_NURSING_7143OL Therapeutic MX of the Ortho Pt
3620_ACCTFIN_7005 Research Project in Financial Statement Analysis (M)
3610_HEALTH_3000B Research Placement for Hlth Sc
3620_MDIA_3330 Radio and Online Production and Broadcasting
3620_APP_MTH_COMBINED_1001: Optimal Functions and Nanomechanics, Hons & III.
3620_FOOD_SC_3502WT Nutrition III
3620_MUSSUPST_1002 Musicianship Fundamentals 1B
3620_MUSONIC_3030 Music 2.0
3620_COMP_SCI_COMBINED_1002 Mining Big Data 3
3620_NURSING_5104OL Microbiology and Epidemiology
3620_TRANHLTH_7005OL Knowledge Translation
3620_OENOLOGY_COMBINED_1001: Introductory Winemaking II
3620_ECON_3509 International Economic History III
3620_ECON_COMBINED_1001 - Intermediate Econometrics II
3620_MUSONIC_COMBINED_1001 - Interaction Design and the Sonic Arts 2 & 3
3620_SCIENCE_4100B Honours Science Project (Pt B)
3620_GSSA_4003 Honours Gender Studies & Social Analysis Thesis
3620_GSSA_COMBINED_1002 - Honours Gender Studies & Social Analysis
3620_OENOLOGY_COMBINED_1002 Grape and Wine Production UG
3620_PURE_MTH_COMBINED_1001 - Finite Geometry
3620_ECON_2508 Financial Economics II
3620_HLTH_SC_1001 Essentials of Neuroscience
3620_GSSA_COMBINED_1004 - Encountering Human Rights: Global Citizenship
3620_ENV_BIOL_3009 Ecophys of Plants III
3620_MUSPMACT_COMBINED_1001 - Combined Contemporary Music in Practice
3620_LAW_6503 Commercial and Corporate Practice
3620_NURSING_7015OL App Pharm in Nurs
3620_NURSING_7144 Advanced Orthopeadic Nursing Practice
3620_MUSONIC_1210 Sound Engineering
3620_MUSONIC_1220 Sonic Arts
3620_MUSPMACT_1202 Song Writing & Performance 1B
3620_COMP_SCI_4404 Software Eng Research Project
3620_COMP_SCI_COMBINED_1003 Secure Programming UG, Hons, & PG.
3620_NURSING_1010OL Research Methods and Evidence Based Practice
3620_PLANT_SC_7265WT Res. Concepts Plant Biotech
3620_PROJMGNT_2021: 3639_PROJMGNT_2021NA: Project Management 2
3620_ORALHLTH_1204BHO Professional Studies IOH Part 2
3620_LAW_7123_Perspectives on Property Law and Society
3420_PSYCHOL_4308 Organisational Psychology
3648_ENTREP_5018EX : Opportunity Assessment
3620_ENTREP_5018 Opportunity Assessment
3620_MUSONIC_1000 Music Technology Foundations
3620_MINING_3068 Mine Ventilation
3620_MINING_COMBINED_1001 Mine Planning
3620_PUB HLTH_1006 Introduction to Health Ethics
3620_GSSA_2110 Social Research: Working Skills for Social Sci
3620_HIST_2084 Russia in War and Revolution
3620_PSYCHOL_1004 Research Methods in Psychology
3620_MATHS_7025 : Research Methods and Statistics
3620_PSYCHOL_2007 Psychology in Society
3620_MEDIC_ST_4017BHO Psychiatry Part 2
3620_LAW_1506 Property Law
3620_CHEM_ENG_2016: Professional Practice II
3620_PETROENG_3020 Production Engineering
3620_LAW_1504 Principles of Public Law
3620_PHYSIOL_2520 Physiology IIB: Systems & Homeostasis
3620_MDIA_2302 Media Research Methods
3620_MDIA_2301 Media Policy and Media Law
3620_CHEM_ENG_7046A Masters Research Project Part 1
3620_JAPN_1002: Japanese IB
3620_CHEM_ENG_2019: Introduction to Minerals Processing
3620_LAW_1508 International Law
3620_GEOLOGY_2502 Igneous Met Geology II
3620_Medic_ST_5016BHO Human Reproductive Health Part 2
3620_C_ENVENG_2069 Geotechnical Engineering IIA
3620_GEOLOGY_2505 Geochemistry II
3620_GENETICS_2520 Genetics IIB
3620_GSSA_1003 Gender, Work and Society
3620_ANAT_SC_2200 Functional Human Anatomy II
3620_LAW_3600 Foundations of Canadian Law
3620_PSYCHOL_2005 Foundations Health & Lifespan Development
3620_GEOLOGY_3019 Field Geoscience Program III
3620_MDIA_1004: Exploring TV & Radio
3620_GEOLOGY_2504: Econ and Mine Geology II
3620_GEOLOGY_1100: 3620_GEOLOGY_1100BR: Earth's Interior I
3620_GEOLOGY_3505: Earth Systems History
3620_ELEC_ENG_3028: Digital Systems
3620_LAW_2524: Criminology
3620_LAW_2505: Corporate Law
3620_MARKETING_2501: Consumer Behaviour II

3620_LAW_2508: Comparative Law
3620_CORPFIN_1002: Business Finance 1 (Sem 2)

3620_PATHOL_2200: Biology of Disease II
3620_LAW_2504: Administrative Law
3620_VET_SC_7230BRW Companion Animal Practice